INTRODUCTION
Hyperacuity tasks include vernier acuity, binocular disparity, tasks involving relative judgement of spatial position (such as bisection tasks) and the detection of small displacements. Spatial thresholds of several seconds of arc are found in foveal vision of practised observers. This is much finer than the grain of the cone mosaic. In a recent study (Lee, Wehrhahn, Westheimer & Kremers, 1993) , it was suggested that magnocellular (MC-) pathway cells deliver the retinal signal underlying one particular form of hyperacuity, the detection of small displacements (jumps) of an achromatic edge. For this task, the numerical superiority of parvocellular (PC-) over MC-pathway cells appeared inadequate to compensate for their poor signal-to-noise ratio, especially at lower contrasts.
An edge jump is a motion stimulus, and it is likely that the MC-pathway plays an important role in motion perception (e.g. Livingstone & Hubel, 1987) . We therefore considered it important to analyse a hyperacuity not involving movement across the retina. We analyse here the ganglion cell signals associated with vernier acuity. For jumps of an edge, it had proved straightforward to formulate how a central mechanism might operate upon ganglion cell signals, since direction of edge movement is unambiguously signalled by the discharge of either on-or off-centre cells in response to the movement, provided that the direction of edge contrast is known to the decision mechanism. For vernier tasks, elaboration of a plausible central mechanism requires more sophistication, but an analysis must begin with the dependence of a cell's response on the location of a stimulus within its receptive field. Of attempts to provide a theoretical framework on which vernier performance might be based, the analysis of Shapley and Victor (1986) demonstrated that a single cell can signal stimulus position within its receptive field to within a fraction of the centre diameter. A number of physiological studies are consistent with this result (Bradley, Skottun, Ohzawa, Sclar& Freeman, 1987; Lee, Virsu & Elepfandt, 1981; Parker & Hawken, 1985; Scobey & Horowitz, 1976; Swindale & Cynader, 1986) . We consider here a vernier task in which an observer must detect the relative position of two edges briefly 2744 BARRY B. LEE et al.
flashed on the retina. In an earlier study, psychophysical thresholds measured as a function of contrast (Wehrhahn & Westheimer, 1990 ) had yielded a relationship suggestive of MC-pathway rather than PC-pathway function. To test this conclusion, we measured responses of MC-and PC-cells in the macaque as a function of location and contrast of an edge flashed in their receptive fields. We performed a neurometric analysis on the data to determine the ability of a single cell to signal a difference in edge location. The results of this analysis were compared with human psychophysical thresholds at an equivalent retinal eccentricity. However, the response from just a single cell confounds stimulus position and contrast, and does not take cell density into account. A more realistic simulation of the psychophysical task requires consideration of activity in the mosaic of ganglion cell receptive fields when a vernier pattern is flashed upon it. Data on ganglion cell mosaics are available from the literature, and we combined them with our physiological results to analyse how positional information might be extracted from activity within the ganglion cell mosaic. Both our analyses support the hypothesis that only the MC-pathway can support vernier acuity at and below 20% contrasts; at higher contrasts either pathway provides an adequate signal.
Some of these results have been presented in abstract form (Lee, Wehrhahn, Westheimer & Kremers, 1994b; Lee, Wehrhahn, Kremers & Westheimer, 1991) .
METHODS
Details of recording techniques are described in detail elsewhere (Lee, Martin & Valberg, 1989) . Briefly, ganglion cell activity was recorded from the retinae of juvenile macaques (Macaca fascicularis; four animals, 2-4 kg). Animals were anaesthetized initially with an i.m. injection ofketamine (ca 15 mg/kg), following premedication with chlorpromazine (ca 10 mg/kg). Anaesthesia was then maintained with isofluorane (1-2% during surgical procedures, 0.2-1% during recording) in a 70%/30% N20/O2 mixture. Local anaesthetic was applied to areas of surgical intervention. EEG and the electrocardiogram were carefully monitored as a control for depth of anaesthesia. Muscular relaxation was achieved by i.v. infusion of gallamine triethiodide (5 mg/kg/hr) together with 5-7 ml/hr of dextrose Ringer's solution. Antibiotic and corticosteroids were administered i.m. End-tidal pCO2 was kept near 4% by adjusting the rate and depth of ventilation. Rectal temperature was maintained near 37.5°C.
The eyes were carefully focussed on a tangent screen 57 cm from the eye by means of appropriate contact lenses. Artificial pupils of 2 mm diameter were used. Visual resolution of some cells was optimized using drifting gratings. Removing the artificial pupil (which should restrict depth of focus and degrade the image if refraction was inadequate) did not significantly increase receptive field sizes. Stimuli were generated using a two-channel optical stimulator. A razor blade mounted in one channel provided the edge, and a shutter in the beam allowed it be flashed upon a background provided by the second channel. The combined beams passed through a focusing lens and were reflected off a surface-silvered mirror. Rotation of the mirror allowed control of the edge location over the receptive field. Neutral density filters were used to adjust edge contrast. Stimuli were presented on a 5 deg field, the surrounding area being dimly illuminated (ca 10 cd/m2). Luminance of the background was 250 cd/m 2, to give a retinal illuminance of about 800 td. Edges were flashed upon this background. The edges spanned the 5 deg field. A computer operated the shutter, moved the mirror and collected responses. The edge was flashed for a duration of 300 msec, with a 300 msec inter-stimulus interval.
After isolation of a cell's activity, the cell type was identified. Tests included responses to chromatic stimuli, achromatic contrast sensitivity and estimation of the time-course of responses. These tests had previously proved reliable in identifying MC-and PC-pathway cells in the lateral geniculate nucleus (Lee, Valberg, Tigwell & Tryti, 1987) . Responses to the flashed edge were then measured. The edge was first situated just to one side of the receptive field and responses recorded. The edge was then moved to a new location, and the test repeated. Nineteen locations were usually tested, scanning across the receptive field. Near the receptive field centre, samples were taken at 1.5 min arc intervals. A coarser sampling was employed far from the centre. The scan across the receptive field was sequential, to minimize any interference from eye drift. At the end of each run, a central measurement was repeated to check for residual eye movements, These were rare and readily detectable. Cell responses were measured at 40%, 20%, 10% and 5% Michelson contrast, if a response was apparent. The time of occurrence of each impulse was recorded. The number of presentations varied from l0 to 60, data from a larger number being collected when responses were expected to be weak. In the figures, a binwidth of 8 msec is used. We also tested some cells at 5 times lower retinal illuminance, to test if cell positional selectivity was critically dependent on luminance level. Some cells were tested with and without the artificial pupil, since artificial pupils were not used in the psychophysical experiments. These manipulations caused only minor changes in response amplitude or spatial spread of the response respectively. We conclude that the physiological data are sufficiently robust that minor differences to the psychophysical conditions do not invalidate the comparisons made.
The conditions of the psychophysical experiments resembled those used physiologically. Vernier thresholds were measured using a vertical edge with an offset. Stimuli were presented parafoveally at 6.5 deg eccentricity in one of the lower quadrants of the dominant eye of three observers. Stimuli were generated on a monitor (Sony) by means of a computer (IBM-compatible PC) and an interface (Elsa). Edges were presented on a white background of 70 cd/m 2, to give a retinal iluminance with a 4 mm natural pupil of ca 900 td. The luminances of the edges were varied to achieve 5%, 10%, 20% and 40% Michelson contrast, either about the mean level or by incrementing on the background. This difference had little effect on threshold. In each presentation the lower edge was displaced in steps of 0, In, 2n and 3n either to the left or to the right of the upper half. Usually n was 36 sec arc or a multiple of it. Observers pressed buttons to indicate left or right displacement of the lower edge. Error feedback was provided. Presentation was chosen to be 300 msec, as in the physiological experiments. As a control, thresholds for one subject were also measured for 60 and 1000 msec. Thresholds were similar over this range of durations (Westheimer & Pettet, 1990) . Observers showed some improvement in performance over initial practice sessions in the parafoveal viewing situation, and data were only collected after performance had stabilized. Observers ran 440 responses for each condition. The results were fitted by a psychometric curve and subjected to probit transformation. This yielded threshold values and 95% confidence limits for 75% correct identification of the relative positions of the lower and upper edges. We systematically varied contrast (5%, 10%, 20% and 40%) and edge length (5, 10, 20, 40 and 100 min arc).
RESULTS

Responses to edges as a function of position and contrast
We first describe the responses of MC-and PC- . shows location of the edge relative to the receptive field. The hatched area indicates the light side of the edge. If the flashed edge covers the receptive field centre, a vigorous, transient excitatory response is seen from the MCpathway cell (right-hand column). With the edge only partially covering the centre the response is smaller, and when the edge no longer touches the centre weak inhibitory surround responses can be seen. Responses at 40% and 20% contrast were similar in magnitude, but those at 10% and 5% contrast were smaller. For the PC-pathway cell in the lower part of the figure, the response is much lower in amplitude than for the MC-pathway cell, and more sustained. Little response at 10% contrast can be distinguished. Except that off-centre cells gave a response at stimulus off rather than stimulus on, no difference in the response pattern of on-and off-centre cells was found. We therefore analysed the responses of both cell types (seven on-centre, nine off-centre) in the same manner, and combined the data. For quantitative analysis, we measured response magnitude in a 50 msec window. Further exploration of window width as a parameter is reported in the Discussion. The window was centred around the peak response in a histogram in which responses were vigorous and this locus was used in all subsequent analysis. If response time-to-peak varied with contrast, this could have led to Some error in estimating responses, although this effect is only seen in MC-cells and is small [2-3 msec (Lee, Pokorny, Smith & Kremers, 1994a) ]. We nevertheless checked for its effect by permitting a few msec variability in the location of the analysis window, but this made little difference to the results.
Maintained firing rate over the preceding 100 msec was subtracted and response amplitude was plotted as a function of edge location, as shown in Fig. 2 for an off-centre MC-pathway cell at the four contrasts tested. Since some surround inhibition of maintained firing occurred when the edge flashed only on the surround, negative responses (a suppression of maintained firing) are possible. The points indicated by arrows are those used as reference locations in the next section.
We assumed the receptive field centre had a Gaussian profile and fitted the response amplitude, R(x), as a function of retinal location, x, with the cumulative Gaussian distribution
where RminiS an offset term, Rmax an amplitude scaling factor, xa the spatial displacement of the centre of the Gaussian from some arbitrary starting position and a the SD of the Gaussian. The fit was optimized using a least-squares criterion. Parameters for the fitted curves for Fig. 2 can be found in the legend. The maximum slopes of the cumulative Gaussian functions are a measure of the steepest dependence of the cell response on the location of an edge within the receptive field, and are also given in the legend. Surround inhibition was apparent in some cells' responses, especially at 20% and 40% contrast. This may be seen in Fig. 2 in the negative firing rates (suppression of maintained activity) when the edge covered the surround alone, and in an attenuation of response when the edge encroached further into the surround after covering the centre. Surrounds of MC-pathway cells are several times larger than their centres (Kremers, Yeh & Lee, 1992) , and were not fully within the spatial range explored. It was thus difficult to fit the data with a difference of Gaussian~;. We wished to extract the maximum sensitivity to edge position, the steepest slope of the curve, which is primarily dependent on the properties of the centre Gaussian represented by equation (1). The extreme points measured were sometimes excluded from the analysis if they showed strong surround influence and obviously interfered with the fit. This was the case for the', most rightward point for 40% and 20% contrast in Fig. 2 .
We also do not consider excitatory responses when the surround alone was stimulated (e.g. surround responses at stimulus off for on-centre cells). These were mainly apparent at high contrast, and were not more than 25% of the centre response in size. Since such responses were most marked in MC-pathway cells and much weaker in PC-pathway cells, neglecting surround responses cannot have led us to underestimate the difference in spatial selectivity of MC-and PC-pathway cells. With edges close to the boundary of centre and surround, weak responses could be evoked at both on and off, as seen in the histograms in Fig. 1 . Since in any one cell type these responses are at different times, they are not confounded in the analysis (or presumably by a central decision mechanism). Figure 3 shows an analysis of a red-on PC-pathway cell. The data have again been fitted by a cumulative Gaussian distribution when possible. Response amplitude is much smaller than for the MC-pathway cell. A fit could be obtained at 40% and 20% contrast, but responses at 10% contrast were weak and no fit could be obtained, despite the extensive averaging when collecting the data.
The data in Figs positional dependence of responses is the maximum slope of the fitted cumulative Gaussian, in impulses/sec/ min arc. We term this measure position selectivity. Means and SEs for cells of the two pathways are plotted as a function of contrast in Fig. 4 . The MC-pathway data show saturation at 20-40% contrast, whereas responses of PC-pathway cells show an almost linear dependence on contrast. This is a usual finding with these cell types (Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Lee, Pokorny, Smith, Martin & Valberg, 1990) . At 5-10% contrast, positional selectivity for the PC-pathway is about a factor of 5 lower than for MC-pathway cells. This factor is comparable to the difference in jump responsivity in our previous paper . The SD of the Gaussian used to generate the cumulative functions in Figs 2 and 3 is an estimate of the centre size of the receptive field. Mean SDs for MC-pathway cells were 3.13, 3.80, 3.90 and 4.45 min arc at 40%, 20%, 10% and 5% contrast respectively. For PC-pathway cells, mean SDs were 3.23 and 2.90 min arc at 40% and 20% contrast respectively. These estimates of the SD of a Gaussian centre are consistent with those in the literature (Crook, Lange-Malecki, Lee & Valberg, 1988; Derrington & Lennie, 1984) . Mean eccentricity for MC-pathway cells was 6.0 deg (SD 1.8 deg, n = 16). Mean eccentricity for PC-pathway cells was 5.1 deg (SD 1.4 deg, n = 15). No systematic relation between centre diameter and eccentricity was apparent over the limited region of parafovea from which recordings were obtained.
Neurometric analysis of cell responses
From the data in Figs 2 and 3, we could calculate the difference in response if two successively flashed edges are differently positioned in a cell's receptive field. The reliability of this difference in signal size depends upon response variability. To analyse this, we performed a neurometric analysis (Barlow, Levick & Yoon, 1971; Tolhurst, Movshon & Dean, 1983 ) comparing responses at different edge locations. This provides an estimate of the probability of being able to distinguish, based on a single cell's output, whether two successively presented edges, identical in orientation and contrast, are in different locations.
We counted the number of impulses in the 50 msec analysis window on each stimulus presentation. Between 0 and 10 impulses occurred in the window depending on edge position and contrast. Figure 5(A) shows distributions of the number of impulses in the window for the 20% contrast condition for the MC-cell of Fig. 2 , for a selection of locations. As in previous results , response amplitude appeared normally distributed and its variance was largely independent of response magnitude, except when few (0-2) impulses per stimulus were present within the analysis window. Variance was then smaller due to truncation of the distribution at zero impulses, as can be seen in the upper histograms in Fig. 5(A) . Response variance [ca 400 (imp/sec) 2] was similar for both MC-and PC-cells. This is consistent with previous work which has shown that the firing in these two pathways has similar statistics (Troy & Lee, 1993) .
The impulse distributions provided the basis for constructing receiver operating characteristics (ROCs) for cell responses at different edge positions. ROCs were generated from pairs of impulse distributions by plotting the probability of the response at a test flash locus being less than a given criterion (0, 1, 2 ... impulses) against the equivalent probability for the reference locus. A similar analysis was performed in a previous paper in which we compared response distributions to different jump sizes with the maintained activity distribution.
It is possible to generate families of ROC curves, each family comparing all edge loci with a particular reference locus. Any locus can be taken as a reference, but to meaningfully analyse the spatial signal delivered by the cell it is desirable to choose loci on the steep part of the curve. To illustrate this, we chose two reference locations, indicated by arrows in Figs 2 and 3. Two families of ROC curves for the 20% contrast data for the cell of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 5 (B, C) for the two reference loci. A selection of test loci have been used. In Figs 2 and 3 response amplitude increases as successive locations of the flashed edge move to the right. If the test response is much larger than the reference response and the impulse distributions are non-overlapping, the ROC curve follows the left and upper bounds of the graph. The test locus can be reliably judged to the right of the reference presentations. If the test response is much smaller than the reference response with non-overlapping impulse distributions, the curve follows the lower and right bounds and the test locus can be reliably judged to the left of the reference. When the reference distribution is compared with itself, points fall on the diagonal. With partial overlap of the distributions, curves follow intermediate courses.
Thus, on comparison of two responses, if the first is the greater then it is judged to the right of the reference; if the second is larger, then it is judged to the left of the reference. If responses are identical, then left and right are chosen with equal probability. The probability of these outcomes can be derived from the area under the ROC curves. The probability of a test being to the right of the reference is plotted as a function of spatial position in Fig.  6 for the MC-pathway cell of Fig. 2 for the two reference locations. When a reference location is compared with itself, the data points are necessarily at the 50% level (indicated by arrows). The probability of identifying the test edge to the left or right of the reference, P(x), as a function of edge position, x, was fitted with the equation
The two free parameters are Pmax, an amplitude scaling term, and p; both determine the steepness of the curve. R(x) is derived from equation (1), and Rref is the response amplitude at the reference location. C is a constant. Equation (2) is a cumulative Gaussian distribution in which response amplitude, R(x), is inserted as the variable. This approach was required because response is not a linear function of edge position. The resulting curve approximates a cumulative Gaussian function in shape if the reference location is on the steepest part of the response curve (Fig. 2) . The main expression in equation (2) determines the curve's shape. C is given by
and helps set the position of the curve on the ordinate. It is a constant for a given reference locus. The fitted curves provide a satisfactory description of the data. The curves for the two reference positions are displaced laterally from one another, corresponding to the difference in reference location. Each pair of curves have similar shape and steepness but asymptote at different levels. Figure 7 shows a similar analysis for the cell of Fig. 3 . For PC-pathway cells when responses were of low amplitude, equation (2) did not constrain the data well, and data were fitted with a cumulative Gaussian function. This was the case for the 20% data in Fig. 7 . At 10% contrast data were too noisy to permit a fit for any PC-pathway cell.
The steepness of the neurometric functions in Figs 6 and 7 at any point serves as a measure of a cell's ability to signal differences in edge location around that point. For example, it can be seen that the slopes of the neurometric functions for the PC-pathway cell in Fig. 7 are shallower than those for the MC-pathway cell of Fig. 6 . It is clear, however, that vernier performance must derive from activity of several cells, since at low contrasts the neurometric functions do not reach 100% or 0% at either of the reference locations. Nevertheless, we can derive from Figs 6 and '7 an estimate of 75% detection thresholds for changes in edge location based on the steepest slopes of the neurometric functions, i.e. at the locus of a cell's maximal sensitivity to edge position. Since slopes of the neurometric functions are in percentage probability per minute of arc, it is possible to directly calculate the difference in position required for 75% correct detection of the relative positions of test and reference edges for each cell.
Mean threshold data for the 75% correct criterion for MC-and PC-pathway cells are shown in Fig. 8 . At 40% contrast, PC-pathway cell thresholds are 3-4 times higher than MC-pathway cells. This difference becomes greater at lower contrasts. At 10% contrast no PC-pathway cell delivered fittable data. Since 40 stimulus presentations were used to generate the data at this contrast, summation over a larger number of PC-pathway cells would be required to deliver a discriminable spatial signal. We now compare these data with psychophysical thresholds measured at an equivalent eccentricity.
Psychophysical thresholds in parafoveal retina
Vernier thresholds for ttashed edges with foveal viewing (Wehrhahn & Westheimer, 1990) show a contrast dependence similar to the MC-pathway data in Fig. 8 . In order to provide parafoveal psychophysical data, we measured human thresholds at 6.5 deg eccentricity under conditions designed to closely resemble the physiological experiments. Observers viewed two edges and were required to judge if the lower was to the right or left of the upper edge. Mean thresholds (three observers) for 75% correct responses are plotted in Fig. 8 for edges 40 min arc in length. The 40% contrast thresholds closely resemble parafoveal vernier thresholds in the literature (e.g. Westheimer, 1982) . As with the foveal data, the contrast relationship is similar to that of the MCpathway. Psychophysical thresholds are lower than those derived from single cells. We interpret this to indicate that psychophysical performance is dependent on several receptive fields distributed along the edge.
Vernier acuity in a ganglion cell matrix
The comparison in Fig. 8 suggests that signals of MCrather than PC-cells provide the signals for vernier performance. However, the neurometric analysis is incomplete in two ways. Firstly, data in Figs 6 and 8 show that performance must be based on signals from more than one cell. Secondly, PC-cells are more numerous than MC-cells and combination of their outputs might compensate for their low-amplitude signals. Therefore, in a second analysis we combined the neurophysiological data with ganglion cell densities and distributions from the literature. At 5 deg eccentricity, ganglion cell density of the macaque is about 2000cells/deg 2 (W~issle, Griinert, Rrhrenbeck & Boycott, 1990) . If 10% of ganglion cells belong to the MC-pathway (Perry, Oehler & Cowey, 1984) , and on-and off-centre cells are present in equal number, then one of these types has a density of about 100 cells/deg 2. The distribution of ganglion cells across the retina has been best studied in the cat, where it has been shown that X (and Y) on-and off-centre cells form separate matrices. The SD of the distance between nearest neighbours of one type is about 18% of the mean separation (Wfissle, Boycott & Illing, 1981) . This leads to a matrix in which the distances between a cell and its nearest neighbour is quite regular, but there is little regularity in the angles between cells separated by more than a few receptive field diameters. The monkey retina has not been as extensively studied as that of the cat, but available data suggests a similar spatial distribution for MC-pathway cells at least (Silveira & Perry, 1991) .
We developed a packing algorithm to simulate such a matrix. Mean and variance of the inter-cell distance were adjusted to yield appropriate cell density and distribution. If variance was set to zero, a hexagonal matrix was generated. Part of a simulated MC-cell matrix is shown
-6o"'"" """ """': in Fig. 9 . Distributions of inter-cell distance and angle, both between cells of the same matrix and between cells of two independent superimposed matrices (as with onand off-centre cells), resembled very closely data available for fl-cells of the cat (Wfi.ssle et al., 1981) . Cell density in the patch shown was 102 cells/deg 2, and mean nearest neighbour distance 5.1 min arc. We assumed a Gaussiian radius of MC-pathway cell centres of 4.4minarc. Conventional receptive field diameters, as obtained fo:r example, from area summation experiments, are about 3 times the Gaussian radius, i.e. for MC-cells about 13.2 min arc. This gives a coverage factor of 3.8, which is similar to MC-cell coverage factor calculated from anatomical data (Griinert, Greferath, Boycott & W/issle, 1993) . Receptive field diameters for three cells are shown in Fig. 9 to indicate the degree of receptive field overlap.
We wished to simulate the responses expected from this matrix of MC-cells when edges are flashed upon it as sketched in Fig. 9 . Two edges are shown, one above the other. The analysis was performed in three steps. (1) For each edge, we considered all cells falling between the projections of its upper and lower bounds, drawn as dashed lines in Fig. 9 . (2) The fraction of the centre covered by the edge could be calculated for each cell. Response amplitude for each cell could be predicted since mean response amplitude at a given contrast as a function of centre area stimulated was available from the physiological data. (3) Response variance from our measurements was introduced into cells' responses, which were rounded to the neaJ~'est whole number of impulses.
For the arrays of cells between the dashed lines in Fig. 9 , cells with centres untouclhed by the edge fire on average at the maintained rate. Those with centres completely covered by the edge give on average a maximal response. Those partly covered by the edge fire at intermediate frequencies.
We then considered how localization of a vertical edge might be based on these responses. We analysed the data as if the cells were collapsed into a horizontal array. Response amplitude of each cell could then be plotted as a function of its horizontal position. Figure 10(A, B) shows examples of arrays for 20% contrast edges of 10 and 40 min arc in length "flashed" at 0 min arc on the abscissa. Each point represents the predicted response of a single cell. There are more cells within the bounds (dashed lines in Fig. 9 ) for the longer edge. Within each panel cells on the left fire on average at the maintained rate, and cells on the right give on average the maximal response at that contrast Close to 0 min arc, some cells give intermediate responses.
Although psychophysical data show that in the fovea extending the length of hyperacuity stimuli beyond a few min arc fails to improve performance (Westheimer & McKee, 1977) , we assumed in the first instance that with long edges all ceils contribute to performance. One way in which a central mechanism might estimate the location of an edge from the one-dimensional arrays of responses in Fig. 10(A, B) is by performing a least-squares fit of an edge to the data. We adopted this approach. We tested different functions (steps, Gaussians and others). The most reliable estimates (with the smallest SDs, see below) were provided by fitting the cell arrays with a cumulative Gaussian function with the SD of the receptive field. These fitted curves are drawn in Fig. 10(A, B) . In neither case does the mid-point of the curve exactly correspond with zero on the abscissa, where the edge was presented in the simulation.
We simulated a large number of trials with edges flashed randomly on the matrix. Examples of error distributions [the difference between the location of the flashed edge and the estimate from fits as in Fig. 10(A, B) ] are shown in Fig. 10(C,D) for the conditions in Fig. 10(A,B) . We performed X 2 tests on these distributions and found them not to differ from normal distributions about zero. The SD of the distributions were 2.30 and 0.80 min arc for the 10 and 40 min arc lengths respectively. Standard deviations were dependent on edge length and contrast (i.e. response magnitude).
From the distributions, it is straightforward to estimate the vernier threshold for the two edges flashed on the matrix as in Fig. 9 . The greater the separation of the two edges, the higher the probability that the relative position of the edges can be correctly identified, and the separation for 75% correct can be derived from the distributions of errors in Fig. 10 . We will term these values matrix thresholds.
Matrix thresholds for MC-pathway cells at 40% contrast are plotted in Fig. 11(A) as a function of edge length and compared with psychophysical data. In the latter, decreasing edge length from 100 to 40 min arc produced little or no increase in threshold. Between 20 and 10 min arc, a steep rise in threshold occurs, and with stimuli 5 min arc in length observers found the task difficult. In the matrix analysis, decreasing edge length from 100 to 40 min arc doubled matrix thresholds. We take this comparison as an indication that human observers can only integrate up to edge lengths of 40 min arc for vernier tasks in the parafovea. With a further decrease in edge length, thresholds increase parallel to the psychophysical data. The cell matrix thresholds lie below the psychophysical estimates. We infer from Fig. 11(A) that the matrix of MC-pathway cells can support vernier performance. As contrast decreased, the matrix threshold curve in Fig. 1 I(A) shifted upward but maintained the same shape. To a first approximation, this was also the case for psychophysical thresholds.
In order to assess how far the greater numerosity of PC-pathway cells might compensate for their weak responses, we performed a similar analysis for these neurones. About 80% of macaque ganglion cells project to the parvocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus (Perry et al., 1984) . If 10-20% receive short-wavelength cone input, and thus play only a restricted role in spatial vision (Wilson, Blake & Pokorny, 1988) , 60-70% of ganglion cells can potentially contribute to edge vernier performance through the PC-pathway. We accordingly assumed a density of 650 cells/deg z at 5-6 deg eccentricity, after dividing cells equally into on-and off-centre types. This permitted a similar analysis as with MC-pathway cells, taking physiological parameters (response amplitude and variance, receptive field dimension) from cell responses. We extended the analysis down to 10% contrast by linear extrapolation from the higher contrasts. Figure 1 I (B) shows a comparison of matrix thresholds for MC-and PC-cell as a function of contrast for 40 min arc edges with psychophysical data replotted from Fig. 8 . We used 40 min arc edges since the psychophysical data in Fig. 1 I(A) indicated that little improvement in psychophysical performance occurred with edges longer than 40 rain arc in the parafovea. In contrast to Fig. 8 , at 40% contrast the larger number of PC-pathway cells go some way toward compensating for their lower responsivity, although matrix thresholds are still higher than in the MC-pathway. As contrast decreases, the PC-pathway matrix thresholds rise rapidly and are higher than human thresholds. Given the assumptions of the analysis, at and below 20% contrast PC-pathway signals are unlikely to provide a useful physiological signal for vernier performance in the task tested. At higher contrasts, either the PC.-or MC-pathway provides an adequate positional signal.
DISCUSSION
Two forms of analysis have been performed on responses of macaque ganglion cells to achromatic edges flashed upon the retina. Both were aimed at estimating the spatial precision attainable through ganglion cell signals. Neurometric analysis is established as a useful way of estimating the signal-to-noise ratio in cell responses (Bradley et al., 1987; Tolhurst et al., 1983) . However, the results in Figs 6 and 7 demonstrate that such an analysis is in some respects inadequate. Firstly, a single cell's responses may not be able to generate a neurometric function covering the whole range of performance, from 0% to 100%. Secondly, a single cell is unable to distinguish a change in edge contrast from a change in edge position. Lastly, considering single cells does not take cell numbers into account. The matrix analysis presented here provides a means of incorporating these factors. The retinal ganglion cell mosaic is suitable for such an approach since cell numbers and spatial distributions are well-defined. At a cortical level, this approach is less feasible, since cell numbers are less clear, and correlation between neighbouring neurons can have significant effects (Zohary, Shadlen & Newsome, 1994) .
The analysis of cell matrix thresholds showed that with achromatic edges the MC-pathway was able to support vernier performance under all conditions of contrast and edge length tested. This was only the case for the PC-pathway at 40% contrast. At lower contrasts the greater numerosity of PC-pathway cells fell short of being able to compensate for their low response amplitude. In control psychophysical observations little improvement in threshold was observed up to 100% contrast in our stimulus conditions. Thus, the physiological substrate of vernier performance at high contrasts remains unresolved. The MC-pathway signal appears adequate to support performance, but vernier mechanisms may also have access to the PC-pathway signal.
Human observers' performance did not improve with edges longer than 40 min arc in the parafovea, although results from the matrix analyses indicated that, if averaging over longer edges were possible, lower thresholds should result. In the fovea, human observers' performance stabilizes at ca 10minarc edge length (Westheimer & McKee, 1977) . This implies that central mechanisms underlying vernier performance can only operate over a restricted contour length. Wilson (1986) has postulated that central visual filters responsible for the hyperacuties are only about 2-3 times as long (along a contour) as they are broad (across the contour). If MC-cell centre diameter is about 14 min arc, a filter on this basis would be 36 min arc long, consistent with the parafoveal psychophysical results on varying edge length. The result that observers can only use a restricted contour length provides support for the hypothesis that the MC-pathway provides the relevant signals for performance. Only averaging over large numbers of PC-pathway cells, i.e. long stretches of contour, could allow them to support performance, and this does not appear to be the case.
Assumptions of the analysis
A primary assumption in the physiological and psychophysical comparison presented here is that macaque and human visual performance are similar. Although hyperacuity thresholds in the fovea of the behaving macaque are about 1.5 times higher than in human (Kiorpes, 1992) , thresholds in the parafovea appear similar (Kiorpes & Kiper, 1992) .
Of the two forms of analysis presented, the neurometric functions for single cells rely on application of signal detection theory to neurophysiological data, as first described by Barlow et al. (1971) , and since implemented by several authors (e.g. Bradley et al., 1987; Lee et al., 1993; Tolhurst et al., 1983) . We performed such an analysis with a 50 msec analysis window. This is about the critical duration for luminance flashes (e.g. Swanson, Ueno, Smith & Pokorny, 1987) at the retinal iUuminance used. Westheimer and Pettet (1990) have shown that with foveal viewing of a stimulus very similar to ours there is little or no improvement in vernier performance beyond exposure durations of 50-80 msec, although found some improvement over long stimulus durations with another stimulus configuration. We found little improvement in vernier thresholds with parafoveal stimuli over stimulus durations from 60 to 1000 msec. Thus, on the basis of the psychophysical data, a window width of about 50 msec appears justifiable. To check the effect of window duration on the physiological analysis, we analysed data with 40 and 60 msec windows and found only minor quantitative differences to the plots shown in Figs 4 and 8. Finally, we redid the neurometric analysis with a window duration of 300 msec, i.e. including the whole stimulus. As compared to a 50 msec window, mean MC-cell thresholds increased by a factor of 1.19, presumably because the response is transient and a long window decreases the signal-to-noise ratio. Mean PC-cell thresholds decreased by a factor of 1.33. If window width increases by a factor of 6 then for a d.c. signal an increase in signal-to-noise ratio of x/6 might be expected, i.e. by a factor of 2.45. This did not occur, probably because their is a significant transient component in PC-cell responses to luminance modulation (e.g. Lee et al., 1994a) , which was well captured by the 50 msec window. Thus, although taking a 300msec window decreases the difference between PC-and MC-eells by a factor of 1.58, PC-cells are still left with a lower signal-to-noise ratio at and below 20% contrast.
We excluded S-cone cells in the analysis. If cells of this system .alone are stimulated, visual resolution is poor (Wilson et al., 1988) . It has recently become apparent that blue-on (and probably blue-off) S-cone cells are a distinct cell class in the retina [the small bistratified cell (Dacey & Lee, 1994) ] with a separate cell matrix from red-green PC-cells. It is difficult to mix matrices in our analysis, and probably not justifiable in any case. In any event, including S-cone cells has only a small effect on matrix thresholds. The number of PC-cells available would be increased by 20%. Increasing the number of cells (by increasing edge length) appeared to decrease matrix thresholds about following a square-root relationship in our matrix simulations. Thus including S-cone cells would presumably improve matrix thresholds by ca 10%, much less than the difference between PC-and MC-cells at lower contrasts.
Gaussian radii fitted to PC-and MC-cell centres were ca 3 and 4 min arc respectively. These figures are very similar to radii derived by Derrington and Lennie (1984) from fitting cell spatial tuning curves to a difference-ofGaussians model, and to other data (Blakemore & Vital-Durand, 1986; Crook et al., 1988) . Centre diameters as measured by area summation are about 3 times the Gaussian radius, i.e. 9 and 12 min arc respectively. There is thus a discrepancy to retinal anatomy, which suggests that PC-cells in and near the fovea have a centre made up of only a single cone, with a diameter of ca 1.5 min arc in the parafovea (W/issle & Boycott, 1991) . We reran matrix threshold calculations for PC-cells with centre diameters of 1.75 min arc. This decreased matrix thresholds at high contrasts but the effect at low contrasts was minor. Thus, even assuming PC-cell centres the size of a single cone does not improve PC-matrix thresholds to the MCpathway level at the lower contrasts used.
We analysed matrix responses by collapsing an array of cells onto one dimension. This is akin to postulating that vertical edge location is derived from an array of vertical orientation-selective mechanisms. There is psychophysical evidence that vernier performance relies upon such mechanisms (e.g. Wilson, 1986) . Neurophysiologically, at a cortical level cells within vertical orientation columns would seem to provide a good substrate for such mechanisms.
We did not attempt other ways of analysing the matrix of responses. One obvious alternative would be a two-dimensional fit of a single edge. The orientation of the fitted edge (tilted to left or right) could then be used as a vernier cue (Klein & Levi, 1985) , and some masking experiments might predict such a mechanism (Waugh, Levi & Carney, 1993) . However, insofar as performance is primarily constrained by variability of signals arising from the cell matrix, qualitatively similar predictions might be expected.
Human psychophysical thresholds were higher than MC-pathway matrix thresholds. Several factors might be expected to degrade psychophysical performance relative to the matrix analysis, which we designed for optimal utilization of ganglion cell signals. One of these is inter-cell variability, for we assumed all cells to be identical. Another is that the central decision mechanism has available precise relative positions of the ganglion cells in the retina. Lastly, any increase in response variance on the way to a central mechanism will degrade performance. Bearing in mind these possibilities for degradation of the retinal signal, it is remarkable that psychophysical performance as shown in Fig. 11 does not fall far short of that expected based on the array of ganglion cells.
Lastly, it should be noted that the two independent analyses yielded consistent results. Matrix MC-pathway thresholds for an edge length of ca 15minarc, comparable with an MC-cell centre diameter, were similar to neurometric thresholds at all contrasts.
Retinal eccentricity
The physiological and psychophysical data described here were obtained at ca 6 deg eccentricity. We have not observed any quantitative difference in the properties of MC-and PC-pathway cells closer to the fovea, apart from smaller centre diameters. In addition, recent evidence suggests that the relative density of MC-to PC-pathway cells is the same in the fovea as elsewhere on the retina (Griinert et al., 1993; Silveira & Perry, 1991) . Thus, a role for MC-pathway cells in hyperacuity tasks at lower contrasts is also likely in foveal vision. Although S-cones and thus S-cone ganglion cells are absent in the central fovea, perhaps increasing the numerosity of red-green PC-cells, we argue above, that this effect is minor.
Hyperacuity performance in other contexts
The present results suggest an important role for the MC-pathway in vernier acuity when achromatic edges are used as stimuli. We haw~ shown MC-pathway involvement in another hyperacuity task, the detection of small displacements , and the MC-pathway is likely to support performance with other hyperacuties if edge stimuli are used. However, it is not obvious whether these results can be extrapolated to other stimulus conditions. Edges contaiin more low spatial frequency components than thin lines, so that if PC-pathway cells were to have smaller receptive fields and stronger centre-surround organization than MC-pathway cells, the PC-pathway might deliver a more precise positional signal with thin lines as compared with edges. Such differences in field structure appeared minor in our data, but this possibility cannot yet be ruled out.
A second issue is hyperacuity performance with chromatic patterns, particularly at equal luminance. Although earlier reports indicated degradation of vernier performance at equal luminance (Morgan & Aiba, 1985) , a more recent study suggests little degradation if cone contrasts are used as a metric (Krauskopf& Farell, 1991) . However, a confounding issue with equal-luminance patterns is the presence of residual responses in the MC-pathway. These residual responses with red-green borders can be equivalent to a 15% achromatic contrast response (Kaiser, Lee, Martin & Valberg, 1990; Valberg, Lee, Kaiser & Kremers, 1992) . In view of the contrast relationship in Fig. 8 , this would provide a substrate for good psychophysical performance. The relative roles of MC-and PC-pathway cells in hyperacuity performance with chromatic patterns thus remains open.
Recent behavioral experiments assessing performance following lesions of the MC-and PC-pathways might have been expected to throw light on this issue, but they have yielded equivocal results. Fine stereo acuity is degraded following parvocellular lesions in the lateral geniculate nucleus (Schiller, Logothetis & Charles, 1990) . However, after complete destruction of PC-pathway ganglion cells using acrylamide, in one of two animals vernier acuity for small, high-contrast spots was unaffected (Lynch, Silveira, Perry & Merigan, 1992) . It is remarkable that visual cortical mechanisms can still support vernier tasks after removal of such a large proportion of the afferent input, when some non-specific deficit might be expected. This suggests a strong input of the MC-pathway to the vernier positional sense, even with a stimulus configuration which might be thought to be particularly suited to the PC-pathway.
